Wiley X, Inc. was founded by Myles Freeman Sr., a proud U.S veteran in 1987 with a simple premise - provide superior protective eyewear to the brave men and women who defend our country. While we have never lost sight of our original goal, our mission has evolved. Today, the same technologies that continue to keep the military and elite special forces safe also protect those who seek outdoor adventure and safety on the job. Our high protection quotient and contemporary designs have become a favorite of outdoor enthusiasts, on the job workers, and athletes, both young and old. We give wearers the freedom to feel safe knowing that their eyes are protected under extreme situations.

Within the natural progression of Wiley X, we continue to expand our breadth of protection by redefining prescription safety eyewear. We are at the forefront of providing cutting-edge digital lens technology, becoming a recognized leader in high wrap prescriptions. We are Wiley X and we will not let you down.
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Over 600,000 sports-related eye injuries happen each year with over 200,000 of them involving children. That’s why all of our Youth Force™ Sports Protective Eyewear meets ASTM F803 safety standards. We put our lenses and frames through a rigorous set of tests where we fire projectiles at 90mph to ensure that every child athlete that takes the field can feel safer and more confident. Approved for Soccer, Basketball, Racquetball, Squash, Badminton, Paddleball, Tennis, and Handball.

Wiley X ANSI tested frames and lenses must withstand the weight of a 1.1 lb. pointed projectile dropped from a height of 50” to ensure that your eyes are protected from unexpected impacts.

Frames and lenses must withstand the impact of a .25” diameter steel ball fired at 160 fps (ANSI) or 15 projectiles fired at 640-660 fps (spectacle VO Ballistic). Goggles must withstand 20 projectiles fired at a rate of 500-560 fps. This ensures our lenses and frames are practically indestructible.

Fine dust and pollen, as well as wind, can cause long-term eye irritation, such as Dry Eye Syndrome. Peripheral light can also diminish optical clarity. Wiley X’s removable soft foam Facial Cavity™ Seals block out even the finest irritants and peripheral light, protecting the eyes and allowing polarized lenses to perform at peak levels.

Say goodbye to the days of having to have separate eyewear for work and play. Our WorkSight™ frames come in a variety of trendy designs and colors that match any hardworking lifestyle. Providing ultimate protection, WorkSight™ glasses come with ANSI Z87.1 safety rated removable side shields offering versatility rarely seen in fashionable eyewear. Permanent sideshields also available for all styles.
LENS TECHNOLOGY

LENS ANATOMY

SMOKE GREY**
Provide glare reduction without disturbing colors. Excellent in bright conditions and a perfect all-around choice for sports on water and land. Light transmission: 14% - 20%

LA* LIGHT ADJUSTING SMOKE GREY*
Photochromatic lenses darken and lighten depending on brightness to maximize optical clarity. Light transmission: 85% to 17% in sunlight

SMOKE GREEN*
Provides maximum glare reduction without disturbing colors. Reduces glare and brightens shadows. Great for general daytime use. Light transmission: 23%

BRONZE*
Superior visual definition, increased contrast, and enhanced ground level contours in most light conditions. Ideal for driving or motorcycle riding. Light transmission: 14-20%

AMBER*
Greatly reduces high energy visible light and haze while enhancing contrast and depth perception. Ideal for low-light / cloudy days. Light transmission: 13%

LIGHT RUST
Filters out most blue light waves; the chief component of glare and haze. Enhances contrast in medium to low-light conditions. Light transmission: 86%

PALE YELLOW
Best light enhancing lens tint. Increased contrast in low to extremely low-light/hazy/dull conditions. Light transmission: 86%

VERMILLION
Best for medium to low-light conditions. Sharpens contrast and brightens targets. Ideal for water activities, skiing, and extreme sports. Light transmission: 52%

CLEAR
Maximum light transmission. See precise color values. Hazy or overcast, dusk or dawn conditions. Light transmission: 89%

COPPER
Superior visual definition. Makes orange-colored targets stand out. Light transmission: 12%

ORANGE
Best light enhancing lens tint. Increased contrast in low to extremely low-light/hazy/dull conditions. Light transmission: 86%

PURPLE
Best for medium to low-light conditions. Sharpens contrast and brightens targets. Light transmission: 52%

POLARIZED YELLOW*
For greatest clarity in low-light situations. Ideal for fishing, hunting, and other outdoor sports. Light transmission: 30%

THE MARK OF HIGH PERFORMANCE

The lens is variable-tint photochromic (light adjusting).

The lens is a filter or shaded lens (not clear).

The lens is a mirror.

Our proprietary Filter 8" Polarized Lens technology includes two Slick™ hydrophobic coatings, two Salenia™ polycarbonate lenses, two T-Shield™ scratch-resistant layers, One Vista 4™ anti-reflective coating, and a Filter 8™ polarized film layer that creates 100% polarization and gives you 100% UV protection. This process helps protect your investment by increasing durability and ultimately extending the life of your eyewear. If your lifestyle demands tough lenses, our polarized options are perfect for you.

FILTER 8 POLARIZED LENSES

To meet the strictest ANSI optical requirements we test all of our lenses for the accuracy of vision, diffusion of light, variations in luminous transmittance, and angle dependence on luminous transmittance. Ordinary lenses can distort and alter the true size of objects as well as bend light, causing focal objects to appear off-centered. Our SEI (Smart Edge Lens) Technology lenses are de-centered and tapered to ensure that they can meet ANSI optical clarity standards and provide a true spatial relationship of objects in the field of view.

ANSI CLARITY STANDARD

To meet the strictest ANSI optical requirements we test all of our lenses for the accuracy of vision, diffusion of light, variations in luminous transmittance, and angle dependence on luminous transmittance. Ordinary lenses can distort and alter the true size of objects as well as bend light, causing focal objects to appear off-centered. Our SEI (Smart Edge Lens) Technology lenses are de-centered and tapered to ensure that they can meet ANSI optical clarity standards and provide a true spatial relationship of objects in the field of view.

THE MARK OF HIGH PERFORMANCE

ANSI CERTIFICATION LENS AND FRAME MARKS

WX Precedes all ANSI rating marks. Wiley X is the manufacturer.

Z87 The eyewear frame and temples or goggle frame passes the ANSI high velocity and high impact test.

The frames can be fitted with a prescription lens, which is the case with almost all Wiley X sunglasses.

The sunglass or goggle frame, temples, and lenses pass the ANSI high velocity and high impact test.

The lens is a filter or shaded lens (not clear).

The lens is variable-tint photochromic (light adjusting).
Not all prescriptions are created equal! Wiley X has hired top optical professionals with over 100 years of experience as well as invested heavily in state-of-the-art lens manufacturing equipment to ensure that we are experts in creating lenses for high-wrap frames with digital precision. Our technology allows us to yield prescriptions that are 10 times more accurate than those of conventional labs and maintains the highest optical and quality standards in the industry. Your dedicated Wiley X sales rep will work closely with you and our in-house Rx team to ensure that your customer receives a prescription that is tailored to their needs and lifestyle.

**BENEFITS OF THE WILEY X SPECIALTY LENS LAB:**
- We are one of the few companies that can develop high prescription lenses for 8 base frames that meet the highest safety ratings.
- When fitted with prescriptions lenses, frames will have minimal changes. This means that the eyewear that your customers try on in the store will look and feel the same as what they receive after the eyewear is fitted with their prescription.
- Our proprietary lab of lens manufacturing experts allows us to have a quicker turnaround time than our competitors.
- Every prescription lens is etched and certified by Wiley X for authenticity to guarantee that you’re getting the clearest, highest quality lenses available.

**DIGITAL EDGE THINNING TECHNOLOGY**

Wiley X’s DigiForce™ digital lens technology allows us to customize Rx lenses for our high-wrap frames. By combining the wearer’s prescription and frame measurement, our advanced digital lens tech creates crisper and clearer optics, enhances color contrast, and minimizes distortion.

Digital Edge Thinning is a lens technology that is used in wrap-around sports frames and developed for enhanced vision for higher prescriptions. This process allows us to create lighter and thinner lenses when compared to standard lens manufacturers. By accommodating prescriptions as high as -7.00 to +5.00 in most styles, we can provide customers with the best possible appearance without compromising the integrity of the frame.

**WX LENS TREATMENTS**

- **MIRROR**
  Durable and scratch resistant, Wiley X mirrors feature a double sided dipped and thermally cured hardcoat, with premium AR coating included.

- **ANTI-REFLECTIVE**
  Wiley X premium AR coating provides an oleophobic, hydrophobic and anti-static layer, providing crisper vision and backside UV protection.

- **WX BLUE ANTI-REFLECTIVE**
  WX BLUE is a premium “Blue Blocking” AR specially designed to filter out the harmful blue light produced by PCs and handheld digital devices. WX BLUE AR offers superior scratch resistance and features hydrophobic and oleophobic layers that repel water, smudges and fingerprints.

- **SCRATCH RESISTANT HARD COATING**
  Super tough thermally cured hardcoat, highly durable and protective.

**WX PERFORMANCE OPTIONS**

- **POLARIZED LENSES**
  Acting as a visual filter, polarized lenses block blinding glare and can improve visual contrast.

- **PHOTOCROMIC LENSES**
  Lenses transition from light to dark color in accordance to UV exposure and temperature. Also available in various polarized options.

- **TINTED LENSES**
  Performance tints for any activity. Carefully calculated light transmissions and densities are available in a wide array of colors to suit wearer’s personal/lifestyle needs.

**INCLUDED WITH EVERY WILEY X DIGIFORCE™ PRESCRIPTION**

- The Certificate of Authenticity guarantees the lens you receive matches an autographed, authentic Wiley X digital lens prescription. Our lab processes lenses utilizing state-of-the-art digital technology to ensure you receive a premium quality digital lens at an affordable price. Every lens is manufactured to the highest standards and processes on state-of-the-art digital machinery. Wiley X’s proprietary lab of lens manufacturing experts allows us to have a quicker turnaround time than our competitors.

**NOTICE**

This Certificate guarantees the lens you receive matches an autographed, authentic Wiley X digital lens prescription. Our lab processes lenses utilizing state-of-the-art digital technology to ensure you receive a premium quality digital lens at an affordable price. Every lens is manufactured to the highest standards and processes on state-of-the-art digital machinery. Wiley X’s proprietary lab of lens manufacturing experts allows us to have a quicker turnaround time than our competitors.
The outdoors never stood a chance. Our Climate Control Series features multiple styles that fit most head shapes and sizes. All of our Climate Control models come with a removable Facial Cavity™ Seal that prevents the finest dust and dirt from getting into your eyes. Every style also meets or exceeds ANSI Z87.1 safety standards to keep you safe during the workweek and to keep you focused on your weekend adventures. We know that you like to have fun, but these glasses don’t play around.
WX TITAN

The Wiley X WX TITAN is our biggest and boldest frame. Made for larger head sizes, these glasses feature wide wrapped lenses that prevent any peripheral light from entering your vision. The removable Facial Cavity™ Seal blocks dust and dirt from getting into your eyes, and the included T-Peg elastic strap makes sure that your glasses are there when you need them. Available in 5 different color combinations, there’s no way you can’t find the perfect pair for you.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black 3-Pegged Diamond Frame [30460]
- Facial Cavity™ Seal [CCTTNG2]
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips [AH40]
- Floating Leash Cord [EH409-4]

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Grips (A492)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips (AH40)
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCTTNG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

WX BOSS

The Wiley X WX BOSS demands respect and is what they got. These glasses rest comfortably close to your face, blocking any and all light from entering into your peripheral vision. The removable Facial Cavity™ Seal prevents unwanted dust and dirt from getting into your eyes, and the included T-Peg elastic strap makes sure that your glasses are there when you need them. Available in 5 different color combinations, there’s no way you can’t find the perfect pair for you.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black 3-Pegged Diamond Frame [30460]
- Facial Cavity™ Seal [CCTTNG2]
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips [AH40]
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Grips (A492)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips (AH40)
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCTTNG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

WX TIDE

Turn the tide on what you thought about protective eyewear. The Wiley X WX TIDE features a smooth matte frame, a removable Facial Cavity™ Seal that prevents unwanted dust and dirt from getting into your eyes and a T-Peg elastic strap that keeps your glasses from moving during intense action. These low profile frames are perfect for hanging out at the beach or working with your hands in the hot summer sun.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black 3-Pegged Diamond Frame [30460]
- Facial Cavity™ Seal [CCTTNG2]
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips [AH40]
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Grips (A492)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips (AH40)
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCTTNG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

NEW WX COMPASS

Find your way to great style! Our WX COMPASS features a unique semi-rimless lens design on top of a full frame. The removable Facial Cavity™ Seal provides long-lasting comfort and prevents dust and dirt from getting into your eyes. Whether you’re working in the yard or scaling a mountain, the WX COMPASS will keep your eyes on the prize.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black 3-Pegged Diamond Frame [30460]
- Facial Cavity™ Seal [CCTTNG2]
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips [AH40]
- Floating Leash Cord [EH409-4]

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Grips (A492)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Tips (AH40)
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCTTNG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal
**WX WAVE**

*Time to go with the flow! The Wiley X WX WAVE features thin half rubber temples and a sleek medium profile that is perfect for most standard head sizes. Our removable Facial Cavity™ Seal keeps out harmful dust particles allowing you to wear these confidently and comfortably while working. Feel like going out on the town? Pop off the removable Facial Cavity™ Seal and these sunglasses fit just as well. Say goodbye to your other glasses and say hello to the WX WAVE.*

**WX ENZO**

*Sophistication and durability? The Wiley X WX ENZO features unnoticeable rubber on the inside of the temples that help keep your glasses secure during moments of intense activity. Our removable Facial Cavity™ Seal prevents harmful dust and dirt from getting into your eyes and the wide wrapped frame helps block out any peripheral light, providing you with an unobstructed view. If you’re looking for stylish eyewear that will keep your head in the game, congratulations, you found them.*
BRICK

[RX READY] [ANSI Z87.1]

Our Wiley X BRICK sunglasses feature an almost all-rubber temple adding a ton of flexibility. The removable Facial Cavity™ Seal provides protection from dust and dirt while working and pops off easily when you want to sit back and relax. During times of extreme action, the included T-Peg strap will keep the BRICK from slipping off of your face. These glasses are so tough you might even say that they’re mighty-mighty.

L: Clear
F: Gloss Black
CCGRA01

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCGRA02

L: Silver Flash
F: Crystal Metallic
CCGRA05

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCGRA03

L: LA™ Light Adjusting Smoke Grey
F: Gloss Black
CCGRA04

L: Clear
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCGRA01D

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCGRA01C

L: LA™ Light Adjusting Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black
CCGRA05D

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Grips (A492)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCGRAG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Thicker Version (CCGRAG2T)

WX GRAVITY

[RX READY] [ANSI Z87.1]

Don’t let anything hold you down! The Wiley X WX GRAVITY features flexible half rubber temples with stylish cylinder accents. Our removable Facial Cavity™ Seal protects your eyes from dust and dirt giving you confidence both at work and away from the job. We defined everything that you thought you knew about sunglasses with this design.

L: Matte Black / Black Ops
F: L. Smoke Grey
CCGRA01

L: Matte Black / Black Ops
F: L. Silver Flash
CCGRA02

L: Matte Black / Black Ops
F: L. LA™ Light Adjusting Smoke Grey
CCGRA03

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (CCGRAG2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

WX SLEEK

[RX READY] [ANSI Z87.1]

These may be the smallest frames in our Wiley X Climate Control series, but they still pack a heculesque punch! The WX SLEEK fits snugly on your face giving you confidence that they won’t slip off during high-intensity activities. The removable Facial Cavity™ Seal keeps harmful dust and dirt out of your eyes making these glasses perfect for working, cruising around on your motorcycle or scaling a mountainide. Are you ready to rage?

L: Clear
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCSLE01

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black
CCSLE02

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCSLE03

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Thicker Version (CCSLEG2T)

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal

AIRRAGE

[RX READY] [ANSI Z87.1]

Good things come in small packages! Our Wiley X AIRRAGE model features a sleek low-profile design and is one of our smaller frames in our Climate Control series, but don’t be fooled. These sunglasses still wrap nicely around your head and prevent any light from entering your peripheral vision. With the removable Facial Cavity™ Seal, you can be confident that dust and dirt won’t get into your eyes making these glasses perfect for working, cruising around on your motorcycle or scaling a mountainide. Are you ready to rage?

L: Clear
F: Gloss Black
CCSLEG01

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black
CCSLEG02

L: Smoke Grey
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
CCSLEG03

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)
- T-Peg Elastic Strap (EH409-4)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple
- Facial Cavity™ Seal (85G2)
- Case (DN300)
- Black Zippered Clamshell

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal
ACTIVE SERIES

Stay active while staying in style. Our Active Lifestyle Series features the most extensive variety of shapes, colors, and lenses. From fashionable aviators to trendy square-framed glasses, the Active Lifestyle Series has something for everyone. The best part is that they all meet the highest ANSI ratings for superior protection and optical clarity ensuring that your vision will be safe and true during your many adventures.
Wiley X is flying high with our aviator-inspired WX KLEIN. Featuring a slim frame, these durable sunglasses are perfect for taking on whitewater rapids or working in the yard. The distortion-free lenses are designed with a slight curve, completely blocking out any light from entering your peripheral view. If you’ve been searching for a pair of sunglasses that can match your active outdoor lifestyle, look no further than the WX KLEIN.

Our aviator-inspired WX HAYDEN features a durable, lightweight frame that fits snugly on your face. The distortion-free lenses wrap around slightly further than traditional sunglasses to help block out any light from your peripheral vision. Our WX HAYDENs also meet ANSI impact safety standards making them perfect for either work or play.

One of the bolder frames in our Active Lifestyle Series, the WX OMEGA delivers a solid body with an incredibly comfortable fit. The lenses meet ANSI Z87.1 high velocity/high mass safety standards giving you the confidence that your eyes will be protected during any outdoor adventure. The wide temples help prevent any unwanted light from sneaking into the side of your glasses providing you with an unobstructed view.

Start a sunglasses revolution! Our WX REBEL features a durable, low profile frame, providing a sleek and sophisticated look. The lenses meet the highest safety rating standards for clarity and impact giving you the confidence that you need to take on the world. The WX REBEL may be classified as protective eyewear, but that’s just a bonus to what are undoubtedly the most stylish shades you’re ever going to own.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
Cleaning Cloth (A427)
SOLD SEPARATELY:
Floating Leash Card (A494)

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
Cleaning Cloth (A427)
SOLD SEPARATELY:
Floating Leash Card (A494)
**WX IGNITE**

Light it up with the WX IGNITE! These stylish sunglasses feature thin temples and a lightweight frame that provides comfort for long periods of time. Designed for ultimate protection, the WX IGNITE meets the highest safety standards for both clarity and impact. The lenses have a sleek angled shape adding a ton of attitude to these already rough and tough glasses. When you need to dominate the outdoors, the WX IGNITE has got you covered.

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

**WX TWISTED**

Sunglasses with a twist? Yes, please! Our WX TWISTED steps up its fashion game by adding angled accents on the temples. The lenses meet ANSI impact and clarity standards making every outdoor adventure feel a little safer. The WX TWISTED answers the question “Is it possible to make protective eyewear stylish and comfortable?” with a loud, resounding “yes!”

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

*ACTIVE LIFESTYLE SERIES*
SLAY

(WX READY, ANSI Z87.1)

Ready to conquer the world? Our SLAY model features half rubber temples that provide excellent flexibility and comfort. The wide, ANSI rated lenses and full frame block all unnecessary light allowing you to keep your head in the game. Taking on the outdoors has never been easier.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

WX PEAK

(WX READY, ANSI Z87.1)

The top of the mountain is waiting for you! The Wiley X WX PEAK features a sleek, square design with a comfortable and flexible rubber nose pad. Most square eyewear will usually let light seep through your peripheral vision, but with wider lenses than standard frames, the WX PEAK prevents blinding sunbeams that can obstruct your view. These glasses are also ANSI rated for clarity and impact, keeping you safe, secure, and in style.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

WX NASH

(WX READY, ANSI Z87.1)

Don’t be afraid to be bold! Our WX NASH frames deliver a high level of comfort and a higher level of attitude. Inside the temples, there are rubber grips that prevent any slipping during intense outdoor activities. The ANSI rated lenses provide crystal clear distortion-free clarity while protecting you from unexpected impacts. If durability and style are what you’re looking for, then your search is over.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

WX ACE

(WX READY, ANSI Z87.1)

We have a little trick up our sleeve. We are known for making some of the most stylish and sporty shades around, but the WX ACE takes a different approach and resembles more of a high-fashion pair of sunglasses. The small notches that surround the lenses give these glasses a unique personality that is sure to get you noticed. Even with all their differences, the WX ACE is still ANSI rated for impact and distortion-free clarity. Now the only question is, are you brave enough to be different? Because we are.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
NEW
WX VALLUS

[Image of WX VALLUS sunglasses]

Need protective eyewear that fits your style? Our WX VALLUS has you covered! Featuring a bold design, these high-wrap frames have durable temples with thin accent lines that highlight the Wiley X logo. Despite being a full-frame model, the WX VALLUS is lightweight providing you with hours of comfort. Now is the time to start looking good while staying safe.

P-17

[Image of P-17 sunglasses]

P-17 is one of our longest running and most popular sunglasses. It may be because of the low profile frames, or the ANSI rated, distortion-free lenses that provide superior protection from unexpected impacts. It could be the high level of comfort from the lightweight design that somehow manages to block out all unnecessary light. It’s also possible that for over ten years we’ve been making constant improvements to an already trusted product.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE SERIES
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NEW
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A477)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
- Floating Leash Cord (A494)
NEW WX ASPECT

Ready for a whole new perspective on protective eyewear? Our WX ASPECT features a sleek, lightweight high-wrap design that blocks out peripheral light. The thin, yet durable temples have rubber tips to provide you with long-lasting comfort. If you’re looking for eyewear that’s as tough and stylish as you, look no further than the WX ASPECT.

ACASP01
F: Matte Black
L: Smoke Grey

ACASP06
F: Matte Demi
L: Polarized Platinum Flash

ACASP07
F: Matte Black
L: Polarized Emerald Mirror

WX KOBE

Failure is not an option! The Wiley X WX KOBE keeps you at the top of your game with its ANSI rated, distortion-free lenses and sleek, yet bold frame. By adding the rubber nose pad, we ensured that the WX KOBE would rest comfortably and securely on your face for long periods of time. Along with comfort and style, these sunglasses block any light from entering your peripheral vision giving you a clear and focused view of the world.

ACKOB02
F: Matte Black
L: Silver Flash

ACKOB04
F: Gloss Hickory Brown
L: Polarized Venice Gold Mirror

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE SERIES

WX CENSOR

#**THX, yea!** The WX CENSOR is the perfect pair of sunglasses to wear during those moments of uncontrollable excitement. You know, like when you finally reach the top of a mountain, and you take in that deep breath of the crisp, thin air or when you hit one of those wicked, rushing rapids. With their ANSI rated lenses for safety and clarity combined with their ability to block out all unnecessary light, the WX CENSOR delivers high performance and unmatched style.

SCCEN08
F: Matte Black / Black Ops
L: Polarized Smoke Grey

ACTOB04
F: Gloss Black
L: Polarized Silver Flash

WX Tobi

One of the more unique pairs of glasses in our Active Lifestyle Series, the WX Tobi features one of the lowest profiles in our entire portfolio. The open frame design makes these sunglasses ultra-lightweight, but don’t be fooled - these are just as tough and durable as any of our other glasses. Our ANSI rated lenses provide distortion-free clarity and meet the highest standards for safety. The WX Tobi is so magical that we should consider changing their name to the WX Houdini.

SOLD SEPARATELY: Floating Ear Protectors

ACTOB04
F: Spiced Chai
L: Polished Silver Flash

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
• Black Zippered Clamshell Case
• Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips
• Cleaning Cloth

SOLD SEPARATELY:
• Floating Ear Protectors

In celebration of our 10-year partnership with NASCAR Champion Joey Logano, Wiley X is proudly releasing our first ever pair of Signature Series eyewear. This special edition model of our WX KINGPIN features “The Wheel Man” logo on the left lens, the American flag, and Joey Logano’s logo, as well “The Wheel Man” text on the inside of the left temple and Joey’s signature and a checkered flag on the inside of the right temple. Show off your fandom for the 2018 NASCAR Champion with these stunning new shades.

NEW WX KINGPIN
RX READY [ANSI Z87]

Are you a leader or are you a follower? Our WX KINGPIN features a trendy, low-profile design that puts you at the forefront of the fashion game. The high-wrap frame and ANSI rated lenses will keep you protected from the unexpected. With sleek accents on the temple and nose, the WX KINGPIN is sure to get you noticed.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
Leash Cord w/ Rubber Temple Grips (A492)
Cleaning Cloth (A427)

SOLD SEPARATELY:
Floating leash Cord (A494)

Spring Hinges

F: Matte Demi
L: Bronze

F: Matte Black
L: Polarized Venice Gold Mirror

F: Matte Black
L: Polarized Silver Flash

F: Matte Graphite
L: Polarized Blue Mirror

Spring Hinges

ACKNG02
ACKNG04
ACKNG22
ACKNG09

Acknowledged
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ACTIVE LIFESTYLE SERIES
A little change is good for everyone. Almost all of our Changeable Series eyewear meets or exceeds the same safety standards that are used by law enforcement and military personnel. The durable interchangeable lenses allow you to adapt to any lighting conditions making them perfect for all-day adventures. Whether you’re defending our freedoms at the frontline or a serious outdoor enthusiast, our Changeable Series features multiple frame styles and lens colors that will keep you safe and protected.
### WX VALOR

**RX READY**

**BALLISTIC**

Rise up to the challenge! Our WX VALOR features a lightweight, semi-rimless frame and ballistic rated lenses. The rubber tipped temples provide extra grip to keep the glasses from slipping during intense action. We have a blast making protective eyewear, but we don’t play around when it comes to the quality of product that we make for the people who defend our country. You can trust the WX VALOR because we have trust in you.

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Black Zippered Clamshell Case (DN300)
- Single Lens Zipper Case (TS-235N)
- 2 Lens Pack Zipper Case (TS-235N2)
- 3 Lens Pack APEL Case (DN650)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**CHVAL01**
- F: Matte Black / Black Ops
  - L: Smoke Grey

**CHVAL02**
- F: Matte Black / Black Ops
  - L: Smoke Grey / Clear

**CHVAL03**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (3 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

**CHVAL12**
- F: Kryptek® Typhon™
  - L: Polarized Smoke Grey

**CH4701**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (2 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear

**WX SAINT**

**RX READY**

**BALLISTIC**

So good they’re bad! Our WX SAINT meets and exceeds safety standards for high-velocity impact, clarity, and ballistics making them the right choice for any serious situation. The lenses also include both a clear hard coating and an anti-fog coating that make them scratch resistant and perfect for any climate. The WX SAINT’s lightweight design and rubber tipped temples provide enough comfort for you to wear all day. Want to switch up your look? Simply take out the lenses and replace them with ones that fit your mood.

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens Pack
- XL-1 T-Peg Strap (XLE)
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Included
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**CHSAI04**
- F: Gloss Black
  - L: Polarized Smoke Green

**CHSAI08**
- F: Matte Black / Black Ops
  - L: Smoke Grey

**CHSAI06**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (3 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

**CHSAI07**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (2 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear

**CHSAI29**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: Polarized Blue Mirror

**ROMER 3**

**RX READY**

**BALLISTIC**

We’re always working on improving our products and with our ROMER 3, we’ve knocked it out of the park. Made with the highest safety standards for clarity, impact, and ballistics, the ROMER 3 ensures that you’ll be protected during the most intense action. Designed with comfort in mind, these glasses are lightweight, yet extremely durable. They also block out any peripheral light that may obstruct your view. Need a change? All you have to do is remove the lenses and pop in the right ones for the current situation. Stylish, versatile protection - is there anything else you could ask for?

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens Pack
- XL-1 T-Peg Strap (XLE)
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Included
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**CH310**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (3 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

**XL-1 ADVANCED**

**RX READY**

**BALLISTIC**

Question: When do sunglasses become more than just eyewear?

Answer: When they deliver superior protection from unexpected impacts, prevent all peripheral light from obstructing your view, have a removable facial cavity that prevents dust and dirt from getting into your eyes, meet the highest safety standards for ballistics, have changeable lenses, and feature a lightweight design for all-day comfort. Just like the XL-1 ADVANCED.

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens Pack
- XL-1 T-Peg Strap (XLE)
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Included
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

**CH101**
- F: Matte Black
  - L: (2 Lens Pack)
  - Smoke Grey / Clear

**INCLUDE ACCESSORIES:**
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens Pack
- XL-1 T-Peg Strap (XLE)
- Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Included
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)
NEW WX DETECTION

Don't lose sight of your target! The WX DETECTION interchangeable lens system allows you to quickly swap out the durable shatterproof Selenite™ lenses whenever there is a change in lighting conditions. By including flexible form-fitting rubber temples and an adjustable nose piece, WX DETECTION provides long-lasting comfort and an unobstructed view. We've done everything in our power to make sure that you don't miss your target, but now it's up to you to take a shot.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Protective Storage Case (DN705)
- 5 Lens Pack
- Protective Storage Case (DN703)
- 3 Lens Pack
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

INTERCHANGEABLE LENS SHOOTING KIT

- Clear
- Yellow
- Orange
- Copper
- Purple

WX ROGUE

So good they should be illegal! The Wiley X WX ROGUE sets a new standard when it comes to protective eyewear with its lightweight frame, flexible nose piece, and ultra-durable changeable lenses. Designed to block out all unwanted light and to keep your view unobstructed, the lenses feature a wide wrapping. Need something that's perfect for work and play? The WX ROGUE also meets the highest safety ratings for ballistics and high-velocity projectiles. Don't you think it's about time that you go ROGUE?

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens & 3 Lens Packs
- Rogue Temple Tip Strap (28E)
- 2801 and 2802 Only
- Leash Cord (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

PT-1

Need some versatility in your life? Our Wiley X PT-1 features changeable lenses that are rated for high-velocity impact and ballistics protection. With the visor style lens, the PT-1 helps block any unwanted light from your peripheral vision keeping your view unobstructed. The lightweight design and flexible nose piece add a level of comfort that would make your raggedy old sweats jealous. If you've had difficulty finding the right pair of glasses, it's obvious that you haven't checked out the PT-1.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- USA-Made Zipper Case (TS-235)
- 2 Lens & 3 Lens Packs
- Rogue Temple Tip Strap (28E)
- 2801 and 2802 Only
- Leash Cord (A492)
- Cleaning Cloth (A427)

RX INSERT

*Requires Rx Insert for all prescription orders

RX INSERT PTX*

*Requires Rx Insert for all prescription orders

PT-1

DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED IN CLOSE PARTNERSHIP WITH WORLD CHAMPION SHOOTERS, OLYMPIC MEDAL WINNERS AND PROFESSIONAL HUNTERS.

WX DETECTION is a premium shooting glass designed with multiple adjustment points at the nose bridge and temples to provide distortion-free and pinpoint accuracy. Built 25% lighter for extended-wear comfort, the WX DETECTION interchangeable lens system delivers shatterproof protection and superior visual clarity. The spectrum of five interchangeable lens tints filter and shift wavelengths to accentuate your target in all lighting conditions, in the field and at the range.
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
- Upper Case (TS-235)
- 1 Lens Pack
- Button Temple Tip Strap (4406)
- Cleaning Cloth (4407)

**UPLC Rx Insert Compatible**
*Requires Rx Insert for all prescription orders

**Regular Frame**
8mm narrower than the WX VAPOR Regular Frame, Small Frame

**Large Frame**
8mm wider than the WX VAPOR

**SABER ADVANCED**

What happens when we take our state-of-the-art technology to one of our most trusted styles? The SABER ADVANCED is born! Developed with comfort in mind, the SABER ADVANCED features a lightweight design, flexible nose piece, and a frame insert on the changeable lens. These glasses meet the highest ballistic and high-velocity projectile safety standards. With multiple color lens options, the SABER ADVANCED is perfect for both work and play.

**GUARD ADVANCED**

Protection that you can see! Our GUARD ADVANCED is one of the lower profile frames in our Changeable Series. The lenses meet the highest safety standards for clarity, ballistics, and high-velocity projectiles. We are constantly improving our products, but with the GUARD ADVANCED, we took an already solid pair of glasses and made a few tweaks to make them even better. At a lower price point, these glasses will keep you trendy without breaking the bank. Style. Comfort. Inexpensive. What else could you ask for?

**WX TALON**

Every pair of sunglasses that we make meets the highest standards for unexpected impact, but sometimes we take it a step further. Our WX TALON ADVANCED has been tested and approved by the U.S. Military for use by their soldiers. The lightweight design, changeable, scratch resistant, anti-fog lenses, and an extremely durable build make the WX TALON ADVANCED one of the most comfortable and protective pieces of eyewear that we make.
Could fashionable and functional protective eyewear really exist? It does now! Our WorkSight™ frames are available in a variety of designs and colors that match any hardworking lifestyle. The removable side shields meet ANSI Z87.1 safety standards making them stylish enough to wear in the office and durable enough to wear in the workshop.
**WX EPIC**

It’s going to be huge. No. Monumental. No. Legendary! The WX EPIC WorkSight™ eyeglasses deliver an incredibly trendy style while still making sure that we hit all of the critical protective checkboxes. The ANSI rated lenses for clarity and high-velocity projectiles combined with the removable safety shield make the WX EPIC perfect for work and play. With three different color schemes to choose from, there’s definitely a fit for you.

- **WSEPC01**: F: Matte Black
- **WSEPC04**: F: Matte Hickory Brown
- **WSEPC06**: F: Gloss Black Demi

** INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSPRF03)
- Detachable Removable Side Shield (WSEPCSS)

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSPRF03)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSMARSS)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Permanent Side Shields (WSMARPSS)

---

**WX CONTOUR**

You want comfortable and stylish protective eyewear, and we have what you’re looking for. The WX CONTOUR features a comfortable, lightweight design that is perfect for wearing all day. The ANSI rated lenses and removable side shields provide extra protection from unexpected impacts as well as dust and dirt. With four different color schemes to choose from, the WX CONTOUR has something for everyone.

- **WSCON01**: F: Matte Black
- **WSCON04**: F: Gloss Brown Demi
- **WSCON05**: F: Gloss Black / Brown Stripe

** INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSSP001)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSCNSS)

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSSP001)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSCNSS)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Permanent Side Shields (WSCONPSS)

---

**WX MARKER**

Could sophisticated protective eyewear really exist? Our WX MARKER features a sleek, lightweight frame, ANSI rated lenses that meet high-velocity standards, and removable side shields that protect you from stray dirt and dust. Whether you’re someone who works all day with their hands or you sit in an office in front of a screen all day, the WX MARKER is still the right choice.

- **WSMAR01**: F: Matte Black
- **WSMAR02**: F: Gloss Black
- **WSMAR05**: F: Gloss Black / Sky Blue

** INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSPRFO3)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSPRF03)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSMARSS)

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSPRFO3)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSPRF03)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSMARSS)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Permanent Side Shields (WSMARPSS)

---

**WX PROFILE**

Is it possible for protective eyewear to be practical, comfortable, and fashionable? Well, if it’s not, what have we been doing for over 30 years? The WX PROFILE features a sleek and sophisticated look that makes them perfect for the home, workshop, or office. Built to last, the WX PROFILE has a durable frame, ANSI rated lenses that meet high-velocity standards, and removable side shields that protect you from stray dirt and dust. Whether you’re someone who works all day with their hands or you sit in an office in front of a screen all day, the WX PROFILE is still the right choice.

- **WSPRF01**: F: Matte Black
- **WSPRF03**: F: Gloss Hickory Brown
- **WSPRF04**: F: Gloss Brown Demi

** INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSSP001)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSPRFSS)

**INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:**
- Folding Case (WSHM073)
- Side Shield Drawstring Bag (WSSP001)
- Replacement Side Shields (WSPRFSS)

**SOLD SEPARATELY:**
- Permanent Side Shields (WSPRFPSS)
Turn the world upside down! Our WX AXIS delivers a sleek, sophisticated look that’s a perfect fit for both the office and the workshop. Designed for ultimate comfort, the WX AXIS features air-filled nose pads and adjustable core temples that contour to your head. By attaching the included removable side shields, the WX AXIS meets ANSI safety standards. The 5 barrel hinges provide extra flexibility to prevent accidental breakage. If you need eyewear that’s fashionable and durable, the clear answer is the WX AXIS.

NEW WX FUSION

The WX FUSION has arrived! These glasses feature a sophisticated unisex design that is highly functional and fashionable. The air-filled nose pads and adjustable core temples provide unmatched comfort. With the included removable side shields, the WX FUSION meets ANSI safety standards making them perfect for the workshop or the yard. The 5 barrel hinges add additional flexibility to prevent accidental breakage. When you need to get the job done, call on the WX FUSION!
YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT

Over 600,000 sports-related eye injuries happen each year with over 200,000 of them involving children. That’s why all of our Youth Force™ Sports Protective Eyewear meets the highest ASTM F803 safety standards. We put our lenses and frames through a rigorous set of tests where we fire projectiles at 90mph to ensure that every child athlete that takes the field can feel safer and more confident.
**WX GAMER**

The competition never stood a chance! Our WX GAMER meets ASTM safety standards for high-velocity impact resistance. With a soft plastic nose piece and lightweight frame design, the WX GAMER is the perfect sports accessory. By attaching the included adjustable strap, you can convert these glasses into an awesome pair of goggles. If you’re looking to gain an edge on your opponents, while also feeling soft, comfortable, and confident, the WX GAMER is the right pair of eyewear for you!

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFGAMS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

** WX FIERCE **

Wake up your inner-beast! Our WX FIERCE helps to fuel your fire when you are in the heat of battle by providing you with superior protection. By meeting ASTM safety standards for high-velocity impact resistance, you'll have the confidence to look fear in the face and laugh. The soft plastic nose piece and lightweight frame deliver extra comfort, and the adjustable strap can convert your glasses into protective goggles. The WX FIERCE might be designed for sports, but this piece of eyewear doesn't play around.

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFCRSS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

** WX CRUSH **

Watch your opponents crumble! Our WX CRUSH meets ASTM safety standards for high-velocity impact resistance making sure that your eyes are safe and protected. The soft plastic nose piece and lightweight, yet durable frame design will give you the confidence that you need to rise to any challenge. You can easily convert the WX CRUSH into a pair of goggles by attaching the included adjustable strap. Once you hit the court or field with a pair of the WX CRUSH, you'll wonder how you ever played without them.

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFCRSS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

** WX FLASH **

Woah! Did you see that? Our WX FLASH may not make you the fastest person on earth, but the ASTM rated lenses will keep you protected from high-velocity projectile impacts. The lightweight frame and soft plastic nose piece make the WX FLASH comfortable enough to wear for an entire game or match. Need a little versatility? By attaching the adjustable strap, you can easily convert the WX FLASH from glasses to goggles. The road to victory has never been more clear than through the lenses of the WX FLASH.

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFCRSS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

** WX VICTORY **

VICTORY can literally be yours! Our WX VICTORY features flexible temples, a soft plastic nose piece, and a lightweight frame that provides you with unparalleled comfort. To ensure your safety, these glasses meet ASTM safety ratings for high-velocity projectile impact. By attaching the included adjustable strap, you can convert the WX VICTORY into goggles. We know when you take the field that you'll have nothing to worry about - unless your competition is wearing WX VICTORY, of course.

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

** YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES **

**YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES**

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

**YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES**

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

**YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES**

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

**YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES**

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular

**YOUTH FORCE™ SPORT SERIES**

** Included Accessories: **
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Small
- Youth Force™ Goggle Strap Regular

**Sold Separately:**
- Smoke Grey Lenses (YFVICS)
- Youth Force™ Drawstring Microfiber
- Youth Force™ Hard Case (YF2020)
- Youth Force™ Button Strap Regular
Wiley X is expanding its popular Youth Force™ with an all-new line of eyeglasses. Designed for an older youth market, this line meets ANSI Z87.1 safety standards for superior optical clarity and protection from unexpected frontal impacts. The Youth Force™ eyeglasses also feature 5 barrel hinges that increase durability and prevent accidental breakage making these the perfect pair of eyewear for the kid on the go.
One small pair of eyewear for your child, one giant leap for your child’s future. Our WX LEAP features a unisex square frame and comes in three fashionable styles. The spring hinges provide extra flexibility which helps prevent accidental breakage. Prescription ready and ANSI rated, these glasses will keep your child safe and give them the best possible view of the world.

Ready to go head over heels? Our WX FLIP features a unisex design and three awesome color choices. These ANSI safety rated glasses will protect your child’s eyes from unexpected frontal impacts and provide superior optical clarity. The spring hinges allow for extra flexibility and help prevent accidental breakages. When your child needs a new pair of glasses the clear answer is the WX FLIP!

This one is for the girls! Our WX BOUNCE is available in three color options that are specifically made for young women who are looking for fashionable eyewear. Featuring spring hinges, these ANSI rated and Rx ready frames are extremely durable and functional. If you’re looking for prescription glasses that give your child an extra boost of confidence, then the WX BOUNCE is what you need.

We cracked the code for cool eyewear! Our WX SPLIT comes in three awesome color choices for young women within the age range of 10 to 15-years-old. These Rx ready frames are ANSI rated for protection from unexpected frontal impacts and have spring hinges that prevent accidental breakages. Ultra-durable. Ultra-stylish. The WX SPLIT has everything your child could ever need!
TACTICAL GEAR

Wiley X was born on the battlefield and has been making protective tactical gear for military personnel, law enforcement, and government officials for over 30 years. All of our goggles feature removable lenses and meet the highest safety ratings for ballistics, high velocity/high mass impacts, and optical clarity. Our gloves are strategically designed to maintain dexterity for quick responses while providing extra support in high wear areas for added durability and longevity. Protecting those who protect our freedoms is a great honor that we do not take lightly.
SG-1
RX READY ANS.Z87.1 BALLISTIC

Serious situations call for serious protective eyewear. Our SG-1 goggles are lightweight and designed to eliminate tunnel vision, keeping your view unobstructed. The changeable lenses include a facial cavity that protects your eyes from dust and dirt. They also meet safety standards for clarity, ballistics, and high-velocity projectiles. With the adjustable strap, you’ll be able to tightly secure these goggles, giving you that extra bit of comfort and confidence. We live to protect those who protect us and that’s exactly what the SG-1 was designed to do.

NERVE
RX READY ANS.Z87.1 BALLISTIC

It’s easy to keep calm when you know that you’re protected. Our NERVE model features a lightweight frame and a rubber nose piece that provides extra comfort for long periods of use. The APEL lenses have been tested approved by the U.S. Military for use by their soldiers. With the adjustable strap and dust preventing cavities, you’ll feel comfortable even in the most stressful situations. Our goal is to make sure that the last thing that you worry about is your eyewear when you’re out in the field.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
USA Made Case (TS-235)
Removable Temples (SG-1T)
SG-1 Elastic Strap (SG-1E)
SG-1 Beaded Tactical Strap (258A)

SPEAR
RX READY ANS.Z87.1 BALLISTIC

One of your greatest weapons is your vision. Our SPEAR model features changeable lenses that meet safety standards for clarity, ballistics, and high-velocity projectiles. These lenses have been tested and approved by the U.S. Military for use by their soldiers. Despite the bold frame, the SPEAR is lightweight and can be worn comfortably for extended periods of time. The SPEAR’s removable facial cavity seal helps provide extra protection by preventing dust and dirt from getting into your eyes. Designing protective eyewear for the brave men and women that protect our country is an honor that we take seriously.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:
Spear Facial Cavity Seal (SP29FCS)
Spear Goggle Sleeve (SP29SLB) Black
Spear Goggle Bag (AN571) Black
Spear Goggle Strap (SP29E) Black, (SP29ET) Tan

SP293T
F: Matte Black
L: (2 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

SP30T*
F: Tan 499
L: (2 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear

SP293B
F: Matte Black
L: (3 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

Rx Insert SP29X (Non-Apel Styles):
PTX Insert + SP29PST Post

SG-1 with Temples in Ballistic Rated

SG-1M
F: Matte Black / Asian Fit
L: (2 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear

SG-1M with Temples is Ballistic Rated

SP293B
F: Matte Black
L: (3 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear

SG-1 with Temples is Ballistic Rated

R-8052T
F: Tan 499
L: (2 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear

R-8052T with Temples is Ballistic Rated

R-8052T with Temples is Ballistic Rated

Rx Insert SP29X (Non-Apel Styles):
PTX Insert + SP29PST Post

R-8052T
F: Tan 499
L: (2 Lens Pack)
Smoke Grey / Clear / Light Rust

R-8052T with Temples is Ballistic Rated

SG-1 with Temples is Ballistic Rated

R-8052T with Temples is Ballistic Rated
Having essential equipment can sometimes be the difference between life and death. Our CAG-1 is made in the U.S.A. Touchscreen compatible and features treated goatskin leather for durability, an injection molded knuckle protector, and leather reinforcement in high-wear areas. Designed for U.S. Military use, the CAG-1 meets military flame resistance requirements and matches U.S. Military uniforms. The lightweight fabric and adjustable cuff make the PALADIN one of the most comfortable combat gloves on the market.

**CAG-1**

**HYBRID GLOVE**

Fight fire with fire! Our HYBRID glove is an authorized Army combat glove that meets military flame resistance specifications, and matches U.S. Military uniforms. Designed with durability in mind, the HYBRID glove is thermal and cut resistant, features a removable injected molded knuckle protector, and is reinforced with goatskin leather in high-wear areas. Whether you’re an active military member or a weekend warrior, these gloves will accomplish any mission you throw at them.

**FEATURES:**
- Thermal and Cut Resistant
- Goatskin Leather Reinforced in High-Wear Areas
- Flame Resistant
- 100% Nomex Knit
- Injection Molded Knuckle Protector
- Treated Goatskin Leather for Durability

**ARIES GLOVE**

Take over the sky! Our ARIES gloves feature an open three fingertip design for improved dexterity and sensitivity. Made from 100% Nomex, ARIES is made to last 4-6 times longer than other flyer gloves. The flame resistant materials along with the adjustable cuff and clip strap for storage and portability, make these protective gloves comfortable and convenient. The ARIES are proudly made in the U.S.A. and are NAVAIR approved.

**FEATURES:**
- Thermal and Cut Resistant
- Reinforced Leather in High-Wear Areas
- Increased Dexterity, Durability and Protection
- Flame Resistant Treated Goatskin for Flame Resistance and Cut Protection
- DRIFIRE® Fleece for Insulation and Moisture Protection
- 100% Nomex Knit Throughout Fingers and Back of Hand for Flame Resistance and Cut Protection

**PALADIN**

**INTERMEDIATE COLD WEATHER GLOVE**

Whether any storm! Our PALADIN gloves feature fast-drying DRIFIRE® fleece insulation, a padded knuckle protector, and they meet military flame resistance requirements. Designed for combat, these gloves provide intermediate cold weather protection and match military issued uniforms. The lightweight fabric and adjustable cuff make the PALADIN one of the most comfortable combat gloves on the market.

**FEATURES:**
- Thermal and Cut Resistant
- Reinforced Leather in High-Wear Areas
- Flame Resistant
- 100% Nomex Knit
- Injection Molded Knuckle Protector
- Treated Goatskin Leather for Durability

**MADE IN U.S.A.**

**COYOTE BROWN**

- G2312X Small
- G231XL Medium
- G231LA Large
- G231SM X-Large

**FOLIAGE GREEN**

- G2312X Small
- G231XL Medium
- G231LA Large
- G231SM X-Large

**TOUCHTEC BLACK**

- G2312X Small
- G231XL Medium
- G231LA Large
- G231SM X-Large

**BLACK**

- G2312X Small
- G231XL Medium
- G231LA Large
- G231SM X-Large

**MADE IN U.S.A.**

**TOUCHTEC BLACK**

- G2412X Small
- G241XL Medium
- G241LA Large
- G241SM X-Large

**FOLIAGE GREEN**

- G2412X Small
- G241XL Medium
- G241LA Large
- G241SM X-Large

**COYOTE BROWN**

- G3122X Small
- G312XL Medium
- G312LA Large
- G312SM X-Large

**FOLIAGE GREEN**

- G3122X Small
- G312XL Medium
- G312LA Large
- G312SM X-Large

**COYOTE BROWN**

- G312ME X-Large
- G311ME Medium
- G311ME Small

**FOLIAGE GREEN**

- G312ME X-Large
- G311ME Medium
- G311ME Small

**GLOVES**

This Statement Does Not imply an Endorsement by Any U.S. Agency and Military Personnel are Always Encouraged to Validate Official Approvals for Use With Their Respective Agencies.
ORION GLOVE

The stars have aligned! Our ORION Gloves are proudly made in the U.S.A and are approved for US Army Aviation and Air Force Safe-to-Fly. Made of 100% Kevlar knit, ORION is lightweight, durable, and flame resistant. The adjustable cuff and clip strap make these gloves convenient and comfortable. If you want the upper hand when it comes to protective gear, look no further than the ORION.

DURTAC GLOVE

Looking for dependable tactical gloves? Our DURTAC gloves feature injection molded thermoplastic knuckle and finger protectors and moisture-wicking heavy-duty Lycra® gussets for maximum grip and protection. The synthetic leather palm, neoprene cuff, and ventilated fingers provide ultimate comfort for work or play. Seriously, what else would you want from a pair of gloves?

MADE IN U.S.A.

[0003154-2X-L, 0003156-2X-L]

Features:
- Outlasts Flyers Glove 4-6 Times
- 100% Nomex Knit
- Flame Resistant
- Adjustable Cuff for Custom Fit
- Neoprene leather reinforced in high wear areas
- Custom Designed to Match U.S. Military Uniforms
- Clip Strap for Easy Storage and Portability

Navair Approved*
US Army Aviation Approved
Air Force Safe-To-Fly (STF) Approved

Features:
- Injection Molded Thermoplastic Knuckle and Finger Protectors
- Ventilated Fingers and Mesh Back for Airflow
- Synthetic Leather Palm for Maximum Durability
- Neoprene Cuff for Custom Fit
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas
- This Statement Does Not Imply an Endorsement By Any DOD Agency, and Military Personnel are Always Encouraged to Validate Official Approvals for Use With Their Respective Agencies.

Features:
- Synthetic Leather Knuckle and Palm for Maximum Durability
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas
- Neoprene Cuff for Custom Fit
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas

APX ALL-PURPOSE GLOVE

Sometimes you just need the tools that get the job done! Our all-purpose APX gloves feature a synthetic leather knuckle and palm protector for maximum durability. The ventilated fingers increase airflow and breathability, keeping your hands cool during the toughest jobs. Whether you’re someone who spends the weekend wrenching on cars or someone who thrashes through the mud on a four-wheeler, our APX gloves are the right fit.

Features:
- Synthetic Touchscreen Compatible
- US Army Aviation Approved

Features:
- Synthetic Leather Knuckle and Palm for Maximum Durability
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas
- Neoprene Cuff for Custom Fit
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas

Features:
- Synthetic Leather Knuckle and Palm for Maximum Durability
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas
- Neoprene Cuff for Custom Fit
- Reinforced Thumb and Palm Patch in High-Wear Areas
APPAREL

WX MILITARY GREEN w/AMERICAN FLAG
J120

WX GREY T-SHIRT w/ WILEY X LOGO
J130

WX A.P.P. 50/50 HOODIE
J410

WX A.P.P. 50/50 SHIRT
J710

WX A.P.P. LADIES TANK
J700

WX LITE FLEXFIT CAP - CHARCOAL
J940

WX FLEXFIT DELTA CAP - BLACK
J951

WX KRYPTEK® CAP - KRYPTEK® HIGHLANDER®
J540KH

WX KRYPTEK® CAP - KRYPTEK® TYPHON™
J540KT

Visit www.wileyx.com for more apparel options.
Lighted LED Locking Display
Dimensions: 15"w x 13.50"d x 36.50"h
9320

24PR Sample Case
85C

Lighted LED Locking Display with Storage Base
Case Dimensions: 28.50"w x 15.00"d x 72"h
9330

2-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.50"d x 8.25"h
930218

3-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.75"d x 8.25"h
930318

Youth Force™ 2-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.25"d x 8.25"h
9203

Youth Force™ Display
Dimensions: 14"w x 13.75"d x 28.75"h
9210

Youth Force™ Display
Dimensions: 14"w x 13.75"d x 28.75"h
9210

High Mass Projectile Display
Dimensions: 6.25"w x 6.50"d x 13.75"h
(with card)
A703

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Display
Dimensions: 5.00"w x 1.75"d x 1.75"h
(with card)
A706

Counter Mirror
9106

Lighted LED Locking Display
Dimensions: 15"w x 13.50"d x 36.50"h
97

Youth Force™ Locking Display
Dimensions: 15"w x 13.50"d x 36.50"h
9211

Youth Force™ Display
Dimensions: 14"w x 13.75"d x 28.75"h
9210

Case Dimensions: 28.50"w x 15.50"d x 72"h
9330

Lighted LED Locking Display
Dimensions: 15"w x 13.50"d x 36.50"h
9320

2-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.50"d x 8.25"h
930218

3-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.75"d x 8.25"h
930318

Youth Force™ 2-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.25"d x 8.25"h
9203

Youth Force™ Display
Dimensions: 14"w x 13.75"d x 28.75"h
9210

High Mass Projectile Display
Dimensions: 6.25"w x 6.50"d x 13.75"h
(with card)
A703

Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal Display
Dimensions: 5.00"w x 1.75"d x 1.75"h
(with card)
A706

Counter Mirror
9106

Lighted LED Locking Display
Dimensions: 15"w x 13.50"d x 36.50"h
9320

2-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.50"d x 8.25"h
930218

3-Pair Stand
Dimensions: 6.75"w x 8.75"d x 8.25"h
930318
WARRANTIES

1) Wiley X Non-Prescription Eyewear – Limited Lifetime: Wiley X, Inc. warrants non-prescription Wiley X eyewear to be free of manufacturing defects in materials or workmanship for the life of the original purchaser, with the following exceptions:
   • Youth Force™ eyewear is warranted against defects in materials or workmanship for a maximum period of 2 years.
   • LA™ Light Adjusting lenses are warranted against defects in materials or workmanship for a maximum period of 18 months (proof of purchase for LA™ Light Adjusting lens products required).

Licensed Brands:
   • Remington® by Wiley X, Inc. products are warranted against defects in materials or workmanship for a maximum period of 1 year.
   • John Deere® eyewear by Wiley X, Inc. (US and Canada only) is warranted against defects in materials or workmanship for a maximum period of 1 year.

2) Prescription Eyewear Frames: Wiley X, Inc. warrants and John Deere® frames filled by Wiley X authorized prescription laboratories to be free of manufacturing defects in materials or workmanship for a period of 1 year. Prescription frame and lens warranties must be handled through the local retailer or dispensing optician from which they were originally purchased. Prescription lens manufacturing defects are covered by the lab who originally dispensed them. Proof of purchase required.

3) Gloves: Wiley X, Inc. warrants gloves to be free of manufacturing defects in material or workmanship for a maximum period of 2 years.

4) Remington® by Wiley X, Inc. Hearing Protection: Wiley X, Inc. warrants Remington® by Wiley X, Inc. hearing protection products to be free of defects in materials or workmanship for a maximum period of 1 year.

Scope of Coverage: Wiley X will repair or replace covered items at the sole discretion of Wiley X, as needed and as available (identical or equivalent style) at no charge. Out of warranty items may be repaired (if repairable), replaced, returned or destroyed, at the option and sole expense of the purchaser. Exclusions: This warranty does NOT extend to and excludes (i) any and all Wiley X products purchased through Amazon, eBay or any non-authorized 3rd party websites, dealers or labs; (ii) damage resulting from normal wear and tear, including but not limited to scratched lenses and broken frames, hinges and nose pieces, (iii) damage resulting from abuse or misuse, (iv) damage resulting from tampering or customer modification, (v) damage resulting from exposure to harmful substances, elements or conditions, (vi) other damage to covered items not resulting from a manufacturing defect in materials or workmanship as Wiley X shall decide in its sole discretion, or (vii) lost or stolen items. Proof of purchase is required.

How to Process a Warranty Claim for Repair or Replacement of Covered Items:
A. IN THE UNITED STATES: Please complete the online warranty claim form located online at www.wileyx.com/about/support/warranty. After proper completion of the online warranty claim form, Wiley X will provide you a Return Authorization (RA) number. Print the completed online warranty claim form (including the RA number) and send the warranty claim form along with the covered item and proof of purchase to Wiley X, Inc., Attn: Returns Department, 7800 Patterson Pass Road, Livermore, CA 94550. Please use a traceable shipping method [Wiley X is not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged shipments] and allow 7-10 business days from our receipt of the package to process your warranty claim.

B. OUTSIDE THE CONTINENTAL U.S.: Please contact the Wiley X, Inc. Authorized Dealer nearest you for instructions. If you cannot locate a Wiley X, Inc. Authorized Dealer, please email warrantyclaim@wileyx.com for instructions.

For covered items and full text of this warranty, please see: www.wileyx.com/about/support/warranty

RETURNS AND EXCHANGES

Returns and exchanges will not be accepted without receiving prior authorization to include an assigned return authorization number. For every one item returned, at least one item must be purchased. Returns must be in resalable condition, as determined by Wiley X for product not discontinued longer than six months. All returns must be shipped prepaid from point of origin, unless prior arrangements have been made. No COD returns accepted. New orders resulting from exchanges will be shipped upon receipt of returned merchandise unless other arrangements have been made with Wiley X. Customers are responsible for all shipping charges, both inbound and outbound. Returns should be sent attention: RETURNS DEPARTMENT.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

All Wiley X models may be combined when compiling a quantity order. Extreme care is taken when packaging all products we ship. If a discrepancy occurs, a claim should be made immediately.

Standard Terms: NET30 (upon credit approval); COD Invoices incur minimal shipping and handling fee; Credit Card (Visa, Master Card, Discover, American Express).

The name and likeness of Kevin Harvick are registered trademarks of Kevin Harvick, Inc. and are used under license from Kevin Harvick, Inc. Joey Logano’s name and likeness are a registered trademark of Joey Logano Racing, LLC. Remington® and Remington® logos are trademarks or registered trademarks (marcas registrada) of Remington Arms Company, Inc., in the U.S. and other countries. Logos © 2007-2018 Wiley X, Inc. Catalog TM © 2018 Wiley X, Inc. All rights reserved.